Background EⁿR

- Established in 1990
- Voluntary network of “National” energy agencies with 25 members
- Information exchange, benchmarking and best practice, knowledge transfer, collaborative projects
- EⁿR acts as a bridge between national, regional & local activities and those of the European Community
- Eight thematic Working Groups
- Rotating Presidency - current President: Agency for Ecological Transition – ADEME (FR)
- Troika management committee – Presidency supported by outgoing (RVO/NL) and future (ADENE/PT) presidencies.

Troika+: in collaboration with EST (UK)

Annual network & strategy meetings
Key elements

Key elements of the Green Deal where EⁿR could play a role:

- Smart integration
- Accelerating the shift to sustainable and smart mobility, including a new mobility plan; aiming to deliver a million electric vehicle charging points by 2025
- A building renovation wave which will slash carbon emissions from Europe’s buildings
- Just transition mechanism, including energy poverty: helping the most fossil-fuel-dependent communities adjust to a new green economy
- Circular economy: promotion of the development of a full circular economy where energy and waste is minimised in all types of products and services
- Monitoring and legislative review

Example of a project
E³R added value:

- Robust existing structure to lead/facilitate the unprecedented change initiated by the EU Green Deal
- Exceptional convening power - informal sounding board to EC
- Unique perspective - impartial, expert, consider issues through the lens of all our members
- Deep understanding of market and consumer needs in our respective countries
- Cross sectoral, multi-disciplinary expertise
- Practical experience of implementing government policies
- Strong track record in collaboration & innovation – design and demonstrate new approaches, products & services
- Ability to mainstream concepts through national, regional and local programme implementation
- Promotion of European leadership in the energy transition on the global stage

E³R also has a portfolio of other diverse projects relating to energy efficiency, renewable energy, behavioural insights, and links with all relevant elements of the European Green Deal. You can find this Online Library of best practices via this link.

Resources – European Energy Network (enr-network.org)